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1. INTRODUCTION 
Except in certain small cases, the classification of the finite simple groups 
involves an analysis of the structure of the centralizers of suitable elements 
of order p in a minimal counterexample G, and of subgroups M of G con- 
taining such centralizers, based on the theory of signalizer functors. That 
analysis leads to the following fundamental inclusion: For some noncyclic 
elementary abelian p-subgroup A of G, we have 
(*) r a.-,(G)dM 
where by definition 
The subgroup A4 and the corresponding elementary p-subgroup A arise 
in one of two ways: 
1. If an appropriate A-signalizer functor 0 is nontrivial for some A 
of rank > 3, then A4 is chosen to be maximal in G subject to the conditions 
O,,(M)#l and N,(O(G;A))<M, where O(G;A)=(O(C,(U))~UEA#) 
denotes the closure of 0. 
2. If 0 is trivial, then M = N, (G, ) and C, (G, ) = 1, where G, is a 
simple group of p-rank > 3 constructed within G by finding elements 
satisfying defining relations either of a group G* of Lie type of charac- 
teristic relatively prime to p or of G* = A,, n > 9, with p = 2 (in particular, 
G, z G* in either case). Here A is a subgroup of GO of type (p, p). 
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Once M has arisen, the subsequent analysis is aimed at eliminating the 
possibility that M is a proper subgroup of G, thus forcing 0 to be trivial 
and G = M= G,. But then G z G* will be a known simple group, the 
desired objective. 
The first stage in achieving this objective (for p = 2, the only stage 
necessary) is to show on the basis of the inclusion (*) that M contains the 
normalizer in G of all (or at least “most”) nontrivial p-subgroups of M, in 
which case by definition M will be strongly p-embedded in G (or almost 
strongly p-embedded in G). (If p = 2 and M is strongly 2-embedded in G, 
the Bender-Suzuki theorem [ 1] will imply that M is solvable with 
O,.(M) = 1, thus contradicting the given structure of M.) 
The purpose of this note is to highlight the first step in showing that M 
is (almost) strongly p-embedded. It consists of a fusion assertion concern- 
ing G-conjugates of A contained in M, together with some key consequen- 
ces. However, to avoid too many technicalities here, we shall establish 
the required fusion result only under somewhat restricted hypotheses, to 
be described in the next section. The following incorporates the main 
conclusion we reach concerning the subgroup A. 
DEFINITION. %!P(M) is the set of p-subgroups H of M such that for all 
gEG, HR<MifandonlyifgEM. 
The argument will depend on some elementary properties of the 
set “%P (M). 
LEMMA 1. Define %p* (M) to be the set of all p-subgroups H of M such 
that for all g E G, if H” < M and H < MR, then g E M. Then 
(a) @,,W) = a”p* (Ml; 
(b) If HE%~(M) and H< Va 4 WdG with VdM, then W<M; 
and 
(c) If HE %?p (M) and W is a p-subgroup of G containing H, then 
W<M. 
Proof: By definition, “21, (M) s @ip* (M). Let HE ??~p* (M). We first prove 
(b) for H. By induction on I W: VI we may assume that Va W. Then for 
anygEW,HR<Vg=V<MandH<V=Vg<Mg,sogEMbydefinition 
of 4Y’p* (M). Thus (b) holds for %p* (M). 
Now let HE %p* (M) and suppose g E G with H” < M. By Sylow’s 
theorem, (H, H”“) is a p-group for some m E M. Set x = gm; then 
(H”-‘, H) = (H, Hx),-’ is a p-group, and so H -=I CI (H-‘-l, H). By the 
previous paragraph, H’-’ 6M. But also H’=H”“‘<M”‘=M, so xEMas 
HE %z (M). Thus g = xm ~ ’ E M. Therefore HE eP (M), so (a) holds. Hence 
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(b) holds by the previous paragraph. Since (b) implies (c), the lemma is 
proved. 
(Of course this lemma is valid for any finite group G and subgroup M.) 
2. A FUSION THEOREM 
Henceforth G will be a simple group, p a prime and M a proper sub- 
group of G. We set A = M/O,,(M) and let L = &(M) be the p-layer of 
M [7]. Thus by definition, L = Op’(L) 4 M and L = E(M), the product of 
all quasisimple subnormal subgroups of li;i. 
With this notation, we shall prove the following result. [Recall that a 
group X is a K-group if every simple section of X is isomorphic to one of 
the known simple groups.] 
THEOREM 1. Assume the following conditions: 
(a) M=N,(O,,(M)) (in particular, O,.(M) # 1); 
(b) li;i is a K-group, and for every component J of a, l/Z(J) ~2 A,,, 
n 2 7, L,(4) (with p = 3), or M(22) (with p = 5). 
Under these conditions, if E,z g A < M and r,, ~ , (G) < M, then A E ep (M). 
Remarks. 1. In the applications, the same conclusion holds without 
the exclusions of (b), but the proof is more elaborate. 
2. The proof of Theorem 1 extends without change to the case in 
which A has rank 3 3 (and r,, _, (G) < M) provided one excludes the 
following additional possibilities for J/Z(/) in (b): 
rank 3: Ly (with p=2) or D4(4), F4(4), E6(2), or E,(4) (with 
p=3); and 
rank > 3: the rank 3 exclusions plus E,(4) (with p = 3). 
3. Similar results hold when M = NG (G,) and C,(G,) = 1 with 
A 2 Epz and G, simple either of Lie type of characteristic prime to p and 
p-rank b 3 or alternating of degree n > 9 (with p = 2). Here it is the cases 
G,r A, (with p=2) or PSp,(2) or PSp,(2) (with p= 3) which require 
special argument. 
We establish the theorem by contradiction. Thus we assume that 
A $ eP (M). By Lemma 1 (a), A 4 @p* (M). Hence there is g E G - M such 
that Ag d M and A < MR. 
Set X= O,,(Mg), B= AZ, and Y= rB, _ ,(M). We first prove 
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LEMMA 2. The following conditions hold: 
(i) X< M and x# 1; 
(ii) i7 normalizes F, and 
(iii) P= fg, _,(m). 
Proof Since A d Mg, A acts on X, so XdTa,+(G) by 
[4, Lemma 2.11. But rA, _, (G) 6 M by hypothesis, so X< M. If 
X< O,.(M), then equality holds as 1x1 = IOp,(MR)l = IO,,(M)I. Thus 
0,. (M”) = O,,(M), whence g E N, (O,, (M)) = M, contrary to the choice of 
g. Hence x# 1, proving (i). 
Similarly Y = rB, _, (M) 6 Mg, so Y leaves X -3 Mg invariant, and this 
implies (ii). Finally, N,(D) = No(D) for all D < B by a Frattini argument 
(as M= M/O,!(M)), and (iii) follows. 
Thus the hypotheses of the following proposition are satisfied with 
H = &?, R = X, and E = B. Since M is forbidden by the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1 to have components isomorphic to any one of those in the 
conclusion of the proposition, Theorem 1 will follow from this proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let H be a K-group and p a prime with O,,(H) = 1. Let 
E be an elementary abelian p-subgroup of H of order p2, and let R be a 
p’-subgroup of H such that R # 1 and R is invariant under r= rE, _, (H). 
Then there exists a component L of E(H) such that [R, L] = L. Moreover, 
L/Z(L) z A,(n 2 7), L,(4) (with p = 3), or M(22) (with p = 5). 
Proof For any eE E#, C,(e)<f, so C,(e) is C,(e)-invariant. Thus 
C,(e) d O,,(C,(e)), so by [S, (1%5)], C,(e) centralizes O,(H) and nor- 
malizes each component of E(H). As R = (C,(e) I e E E # ), R centralizes 
0, (H) and normalizes each component of E(H). Since R # 1 = O,,(H), 
there is a component L of E(H) with L = [R, L]. Then L k f, for 
otherwise L = [R, L] d R (as R is r-invariant), which is absurd as 
O,,(L) = 1. Consequently, Lf rE, ~. ,(L), and hence E normalizes L 
by II% W-4)(1)1. 
Since E is noncyclic, there exists e E E # such that if we set R, = C’,(e), 
then [Ro, L] = L. Set H, = N,(L) and R, = NH(L)/CH(L). Then by 
[IS, (18-9)], B,, d 0,. (C,,(Z)), so L is locally unbalanced with respect o E. 
We can assume that L is not isomorphic to one of the groups in the con- 
clusion of the proposition. In particular, z & A, (n>, 7), so L is either 
sporadic or in Chev. We separate the analysis into three cases. 
Case 1. L is sporadic. As L is locally unbalanced with respect to E, L 
is given by [S, (19-9)(3)] if p is odd, and then L < r by [S, (23324)] 
inasmuch as the case L z M(22) (p = 5) is excluded by assumption. If p = 2, 
we use the facts in [S, Section 53. First, the local unbalancing gives L g He 
481.1311-18 
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and CL(e) E 32, for some e E E#. The Sylow r-subgroups of L are of rank 
at most 2 for all odd primes r, and so as A, is not involved in GL,(r), it 
follows that [02(Cr(e)), R] = 1. But the only r-elements of L centralizing 
subgroups isomorphic to O’(Cr(e)) are those conjugate into 0, (C,(e)) 
( E 2,). Thus R = O,(C,(e)), and so N,-(R) = CL(e) by inspection. Hence 
TnL<C,-(e), so TnL=C,-(e). Thus CL(f)<CCL(e) for all GEE”, 
which is clearly impossible by the structure of centralizers of involutions in 
Aut(L). 
Case 2. LE Chev(p). If p is odd, then by [S, (19-6)], p = 3, 
L z L2 (27), and e induces a field automorphism on L. But then L < r by 
[S, (23-16)]. Thus p = 2. 
In this case, we argue that L is also in Chev(2’)-i.e., L is an 
“ambiguous” group of Lie type-so that L will be treated in Case 3. For 
any involution jj~C~(?), I;*(C,((y,t?))) is a 2-group, by [S, (13-4)] 
and [2, (1.8)]. In particular O(CRO((y,e)))= 1. Since &, <O(CRO(e)) we 
conclude that CR,, (jj) = 1. In particular, j # t?, so t? 4: t; also CL (2) has 
2-rank 1, for otherwise taking a four-group Y< CL(?), we would have 
&= (C,(y) ) YE Y#) = 1, contradiction. 
If E(e) has 2-rank > 2, then applying [6, Proposition 2.41 to L(e), we 
conclude that either LZ L,(4) or LE Chev(2’). In the first case, e induces 
a graph-field automorphism of & and [3, Theorem l] implies that L < I’, 
contradiction. Therefore LE Chev(2’) in this case. 
Thus there remains the possibility that t(e) has 2-rank 2. Then since 
E~Chev(2), we must have LZ L,(4) (r L,(5)), L,(2) (z L,(7)), Sp4(2)’ 
( rL2(9)), G,(2)’ (E U,(3)), or U,(4). But if Er U,(4), then as e$L, 
C,(e) E L,(4) and E(Z) has 2-rank 3, contradiction. Thus EE Chev(2’) in 
this case as well. 
Hence we are reduced to treating the following possibilities for E: 
Case 3. LE Chev(p’). If p = 2, then by [8, Corollary 23, L <I’, con- 
tradiction, so p is odd. Using Seitz’s theorem [9] and [S, (23-10) (23-16), 
(19-ll)], we have p=3 and Er U,,(2) (n>3), E,(2), D4(4), LJn(4), 
F,(4), &(4), or E*(4). 
If 1~ L3”(4), then n > 1 by our assumption on J?. Also by [S, (23-lo)], 
,!?< PGL,,(4). As n > 1, the preimage of E in GL3,,(4) acts reducibly on 
the natural 3”-dimensional module, so i? lies in a parabolic; and so r> L 
by [9, Lemma 2.31, contradiction. In the remaining cases, if 
03’(CInndiag(L)(e)) = l9 we argue as in [S, (19-1 l)] that O,,(CR,(E)), and 
hence &, is a 2-group inducing graph, held, or graph-field automorphisms 
on E, and [C,(C), &] = 1. Setting E, = CL(&), we thus have C,(e) = 
C,(e). But as in [S, (19-1 l)], inspection of [S, Section 341 shows that 
C,(e) & C,(e), a contradiction. Thus O,, (Clnndiag(tJ 2)) is nontrivial. By 
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inspection of [S, Section 341, Lr E,(4) and @‘(CL(?)) E 3D4(4). But then 
E/(t?) has fixed points of even order on O”(C,-(?)). Hence CL(E) has even 
order, so by [9, Lemma 2.31 again, r& L, a final contradiction. 
3. SOME CONSEQUENCES 
Theorem 1 has some striking but elementary consequences that depend 
only on the existence of a proper subgroup M of G in which e!,(M) is non- 
empty for the prime p. Thus in this section we assume G is a simple group 
containing a subgroup M with these properties. Our first result deals with 
control of fusion. 
THEOREM 2. Zf ap(M) # 4, then M contains a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
Moreover, if x, y are elements of M of order p that are conjugate in G, then 
x, y are conjugate in M provided the following two conditions hold: 
(a) C,(x) contains an element of ep(M); and 
(b) Either C,(y) contains an element of @p(M) or C,(y) contains a 
Svlow p-subgroup of C,(y). 
Proof The lirst statement holds by Lemma l(c). Suppose there is 
B<C,(y) with BE%~(M) and expand B to Q~Syl~(c~(y)). Then 
Q dM by Lemma l(c). Hence in view of (b), we may assume that M 
contains a Sylow p-subgroup Q of C,(y). 
By assumption, C,(x) contains an element A E 4?,,(M). Choose g E G 
such that x” = y. Then (A g, Q) d C,(y). We can alter g by an element of 
C,(y) (without affecting the equality of xR = y) and assume that (A g, Q) 
is a p-group. Since Q E Syl,(CG( y)), it follows then that A g < Q, whence 
A g < M. Since A E e,(M), we conclude that g E M. Thus x and y are 
M-conjugate, as asserted. 
Theorem 2 has the following consequence, because of our hypothesis 
that G is simple. 
THEOREM 3. Zf the element y of order p in M centralizes an element of 
e,(M), then y E M’, the derived group of M. 
Proof: Let B < C,(y) with BE 4?,(M) and expand B(y) to 
P E Syl,(M). By Lemma l(c), P E Syl, (G). If y 4 M’, then M contains a 
normal subgroup M, such that M/M, is a cyclic p-group and y $ MO. Set 
P, = P n M,. By the preceding theorem, every extremal G-conjugate x of y 
in P is M-conjugate to y, so x E P,y. By a standard transfer argument 
L-5, (32-V], y 4 G’, contrary to the simplicity of G. Thus y E M’, as 
required. 
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In practice, the existence of a proper subgroup A4 of G such that eP((M) 
contains an element A with r,, ~ 1 (C)<M reduces the proof that M is 
(almost) strongly p-embedded in G to the analysis of p-layers, as our final 
result indicates. 
First, for any group A’, define Y,(X) to be the preimage in X of 
0, (X/O,,(X) L,, (A’)). Thus Y,(X) char X. 
THEOREM 4. Let H be a subgroup of G and assume that Y,(H) contains 
an element A of BP(M) such that rA, _ 1 (G) < M. If we set H = H/O,,(H), 
then H < M if and only if M covers E(R). In particular, H 6 M if 
E(R) <I-,, _ 1 (R). 
Proof: We have O,,(H)<r,.,_,(G) by [4,Lemma 2.11, so 
O,,(H) d M by our hypothesis on A. This in turn implies that M covers 
r,,, _,(R), so the second assertion of the theorem follows from the first. 
Set Y = Y,(H) and expand A to R E Syl, ( Y). Since A is subnormal in 
R,N,(R)<M by Lemma l(b). But YaH, so H= YN,(R) by a Frattini 
argument. Hence H < M if and only if Y< M. But 0,. (H) < M, so H < M 
if and only if M covers y. By definition, y= Y, (Z?), so y/E(R) is a 
p-group, i.e., P= E(R) i?. Since M covers R, we conclude that H < M if 
and only if M covers E(R), as asserted. 
In the applications, one can show for many nontrivial p-subgroups Q of 
M that Y,(N, (Q)) contains a subgroup A with r,, _ i (G) < M. Moreover, 
by Theorem 1 (in extended form, as in Remark I), A E a,,(M). Therefore 
Theorem 4 is applicable with H = N,(Q). 
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